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This study was based on the asslmption that the
average person Should be able to grasp 14 words of pica type within
the span of a half dollar. During the weekly Rapid Peading series, a
cooperative venture of CBS-TV and the Northwestern University, a
tachistoscopic challenge was presented to the audience. The training
in rapid reading came through projecting articles on television,
paragraph by paragraph at increasing rates, then asking comprehension
questions according-to the Reinforced-Reading method. The
tachistoscoPic challenge was used to measure rate and degree of
visual awareness pn to 14 words in a circular span at 1/50 second.
The first 15 people who responded to the feedback appeal averaged a
circular span of seven words at 1/50 second. Those who returned
progress charts from the self-instructing television workbook
averaged 939 words per Minute with 79 percent comprehension while
reading-ninth-grade level materials. The author found the results
consistent with the theory that rapid reading training does increase
visual awareness of larger spans of print, and that the processing
rates can be accelerated without loss of comprehenpion- However, no
definite conclusions were drawn, and further study was recommended.
References are included. WO



Abtract

..easuring Degree and Rate of Visual Awarenes0 in Rnpici Rnidirn- on Tp1(.

F- tor: Florence Schale, Ph.D., lairector of Reading Improvement Fro

Northwestern University, Chicago Campus.

Position: Rather than take a polarized position on "speed V5 eFficion,-7,"

in which both and a combination of-both are appropriate is (inritosd.

the writer believes reading regearchers in thefuture will .cQncern bhcn

with studies of multiple search and tachistosrepic tent; or )c_cp ()n .

Theory; 'Scientists reveal that the normal eye can grasp 1.2 inche., oT prinl P'-utc-

iy in the horizontal reading span. However, the pupil of the eye is round,

which means that the average per-ion can see a diameter of 1.2 inches almost

circularly. He therefore should be able to grasp 14 wo.L.ds of pica type wifuhin

the span of a half dollar.

Practice; During the weekly RAPID READING sex'ies, a cooperative venture of -BS-TV

and the university, a tachistoscopic challenge was presented to the audience.

As far as is known, no one has ever tested word spans encompassing up to 14

words in a circular span. Since the r..pportunity to innovate a new dimension

4in such testing with the technological assistance of television experts arose

suddenly, the writer informaI1,7 tested the theory in the time available.

Design: This exploratory study was designed to measure the rate and degree of

growth in visual awareness each week. That is, measure the number of words

recogolzed at fast rates. This device, incidentally, was iv:A used as a teach-

ing aid, but as a measuring instrument. The training in rapid reading came

through projecting articles on the TV screen paragraph by paragraph at in-

creasing rates; then asking comprehension questions according to the 2R(Rein-

forced Reading) Method.

Results: The first 15 people who answered the request for audience feedback-averaged

a circular span of 7 words at 1/50 second. Those who .-ceturned progress charts

from the self-instructing TV workbook averaged about 1,000 wpm with good com-

prehension while reading ninth grade level materials.

Conc1usions: No definite conclusions can be drawn since training in rapid reading on

the TV program did not exceed 1,000 wpm. There may not have been enough train-

ing to enable the audience to grasp more than 7 words in the circular span.

But the results are sufficient to infer that visual awareness of two dimensional

spans can be taught and measured. PUrther study shoald be undertaken.
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Title: Measuring Degree and Rate of Visuel Aeirenreel flitr:in fl ee ,e

Reading on Teloviel,on

(Combined position paper and exploratory stud,v)

Position: A. Rather than be caught in a "false dilemma" of choosing betyeen 1.re

\
increasingly polarized positions in 1963, the writer chose an eelecUte ,-

-With regard to rapid reading. Consequently, she devised the 2R(REINADT;ED

READING) Method which involves both traditional reading and "inclu ive skim-

'

ming,"
6

It is not, therefore, a simple paper-back skimming method (implied

definition of speed reading.) Nor is it a method confined exclusively to

seeing all the words clearly line-by-line in the traditional way (implied

definition of efficielt reading.) put it is predicated upon development of

the entire reading process as defined by W. S. Gray and H. M. Robinson.
5

That includes the five major aspects of reading: word perception, comprehension,

assimilation, reaction, including rates of reading (dependent upun and accom-

panying success in the other four.) Moreover, it enThasizes when to read

novel ideas horizontally and when to skim faxiliar material vertically.

B. Future directions in the study of the rates of reading aspect should

include expanded tachistoscopic research with verbal behavior and its impli-

cations for rapid reading.

Review of Related Research:

In 1962 polarized positions connoting speed reading vs efficient read-

inebegan to emerge. Spache
10 observed the foveal area of the eye is respon-

sible for visual acuity, Previous studies offilmed eye movements revealed

fast readers grasp 2 to 3 words per fixation; This is Within the 1.2\inches

range of central vision. Since clarity falls off quickly in the perlPheral

area beyond this span, he argued one must see all the words to be considered

reading. Moreover, existing studies revealed the average duration of fixa-
.

,tions was 1/5 second. He thereupon calculated the physiological limitations

of reading faster in the traditional horizontal line-by-line reading. Three

words per fixation multiplied by 1/5 second (15 words per see.) multiplied

by 60 seconds per minute are 900 wpm--the estimated maximum.

In trast, Woodil advocated a vertical method baied on observations of

15 extraordinary people who seemed to read.straight down the center of pages.

She vigorously asserted her students were not just skimming but comprehending



what they saw. In 1962 she offered no thee nor con1,rn1 7--

stantiate her position. But by 1967, Berger?' conducted a Gar1u1 )7

study of paperback scanning (similar, vertical method) . It supperl,ed

that adequate comprehension could be grasped if the 'ma erial had a sinple flow-

ing stream of familiar ideas.

In addition questions about traditional eye mov ement studies wnre raised

bY Guba and -elf. In 1964 they studied children's eye movements while v ing

educational television programs. They reported the eyes moved continuously.

Although they did not televise reading materials at this time, their study has

implications for discovering new dimensions in vertical and horizontal reading.

A related area in ra0d reading focuses on Neisser's
4 research on visual

and multiple search. For example, he trained subjects to search 50 line lists

of letters for single letter targets, such as, "find the letter 'K' within the

list." With training his subjects could find 10 different letters simultane.

ous1;y. It took no more time than it did to find one letter. He 'concluded:

"However, ten targets is not a remarkable number in terms of human

tcognitive capacity. The experienced readers in a ne Is clip agency

are a case in point. Such a reader ean search thro the daily

paper at over 10000 wpm, looking for any reference t the agency's

clients, of whom the'e are usuall4y hundreds. The feasibility of

multiple search in such a practical context sueeests that our own

results are not due to artifacts or to demand characteristics." (p 70-71)

Examination of experiments in "forced choice" and subcepticn also suggest

future directions. Referring to Lazarus and McCleary's work (1953.), . Neisser

defines subception as (p. 129) "the subject's use of information obtained fr m

a subthreshold tachistoscopic exposure." For an autonomic response within a

subject, a conditioned stimulus was paired repeatedly to an electric shock (aR

or galvanic skin response.) lazarus and McCleary conditioned the GSR to 5 non-

sense words and testell subjects for subthreshold responses with the tachisto-

scope. The accurate recoutition of the stimuli amid non-stimulus word's was

immediate.

"Forced choice" procedures were studied- by Worthingbon and Dixon.12 Items

were flashed tachistoscopicalay so quickly and dim1,7 that subjects insisted

they saw nothing. Ett when forced to guess among choices of words, their re-

sponses were more accurate than mere chance.

, With regard to rapid taChistoscopic exposures of this na ure a. comment



was, made that after-images might interfere if a person rend that (1,1 r1,17.

In laboratory experiments, each flash is usually followed by a time livr,c,

and continuous reading is not projected. To this the writer would call

attention to the fact that each movie frame is shown on the screen at 1/24

second. People have little trouble comprehending the merging pictures.

Adler implies the after-images can be wiped out at will, when fixing atten-

tian on new stimuli.
1

Although Neisser had reservations about forced choice, he concluded that

verbal presentations of an entireIY familiar word tachistoscopically'at,high

rates is possible and within the theoretical'framework of visual aynthesis and

verbal memory. But he says,

"reading for meaning, we continuously take account of new constellae

tions of words to constrUet novel thought processet." (p. 136.)

For the present, thereforepi "rapid reading represents an adhieve-
.

plant at impossible in theory as it is commonplace is practice."

Theoretical Definitions:

From the preceding research and statements, it should be obvious that

rapid reading is not intended for materials whiCh, to-the readerl_are_novel,

highly technical, poetical, or evocative to creative thought. The point Neisser

and others seem to be overlooking, however, is it is appropriate for straight-

forward informational materials which are highly FAMILIAR to the reader,.

Rapid reading becomes theoretically possible within that-same framework

of visual synthesis and verl7a1 memory mentioned above Whee the-following four

medhanisms are operating fUllY within the trained reader:

1. FAMILIARITY with the content
-

2. ANTICIPATION of the lOuistic structure

3. 1VISUAL AWARENESS of adequate cues

4. Z1NTHESIS of complete meaning from these cues.

DUr4,ng rapid-reading of familiar materialsothe reader can anticipate the

structural:flow Of the author!S-thought_rbased uponhis experience with the

language, itself. However, he must be ,trained to-beaware'of grammetical cues

as well as Mere words within his span.of visual acwity. Finally, he must be-

able to synthesize what ho.Sees into meamingfUl Patterns and reaet-to them.

In addition,,there ate three aspects of human perception Which mai'inter-



mingle and control rapid readinr by derreos, dopcndinr Imcn lhn wa-;1[1j2 ot

the situation. These perceptive aspects are the:

1. Physical (visual unless one is blind)

2. emotional (studies of percePtual defense reveal

taboo wt,rde alter conscious thresholds

3. cognitive (comprehension)

Spache clearly addresSed his linitatins of traditional horizontal reading

rates to the physical aspect ef perception, And it is Ouitr' appropriate for

the oontrolling variables. Most people would do well to grasp meaning or

satisfaction at rates as fast as 900 wpm if reading unfamiliar or poetical

materials. These demand a high degree of reinforcement from inner speech.

That also means one must be able to see words clearly in order to say many of

them. Thus the KEY FACTOR to traditional rapid reading is the need to follow

sequenced patterns of speech, often at average "look and say" rates, 1/5

second per. fixation.

On the other hand, here Is another arriension to the physical limitations

of the eye which affect vertical skimming, As statecl earlier, scientists re

veal the normal eye can grasp 1.2 inches of Print in the horizontal reading
-

span. In 1965 the writer observed the pupil ot the eyo is round which means

that the average perSon can see a diameter of 1.2 inches almost circulaay.

He, therefore, should be able to grasp 14 words of pica type within the span

of a half dollar. That roans that if a person cauld be trained to skim verti-

call,' the familiar content in narrow newspaper eolUmns, taking up to 14 words

a fixation (seeing a 2 to 3 line un&siratattmeously) at 16 second, his rate

might be 4,200 wpm. And physicitogieally he could be seeing all the words:'

If his rate is less than 1/5 second, as giftea readers find, his rates might

seem incredible by traditional standarda. But the gifted succeed on.34y under

ideal and limited conditions.9 ,

For at least 95 percent of the population thost of the time, however,, the

queetion is, even if a Person does see all the words in an elliptical span,

can he synthesize what he sees *eaningftillyi Physical perception alone is

not the-controlling factor in rapid reading. It must be accompanied by cogni-

tive perception.



Exploratory_a_p_Ltzly: During the weekly RAPID READING ,,erier,, a coop -Itve )

of the Cormunity Relations Department of CIIS-TV in Chicogo and th( uniu'r,117

a tachistoscopic challenge was prdsented to the audience along, with att, dpt,s

to increase their reading, rates to 1,000 wpm with good comprehension on con-

tinuous texts. This was the first time circular spans of words were fq:anhed

on a TV screen or any screen, as far as is known. Unfortunately, the oppor

tunity tn innovate this program came suddenly, and therr A.as not time to do

a controlled study.

*Cese of T-sco c Challenge: to measure rate-and degree of visual aware-

ness. That is to measure the nuMber.of words (up to 1)4 words in a circular

span) at 1 _ond.

The Audience: The,first fifteen people who responded to the appeal for feed-

back on the tachistoscopic teet and Who returned progress charts from the

RAPID REINFORCED READING MANUAL. They ranged in age from 12 to 73 years. The

average was ho years and they uere two-thirds male.

aelEp of Study: Each week the number of words flashed on. the TV .reen at 1/5o

second increased until a sentence of 14 words Egveared within the pan of a

half dollar, the theoretical physical limit of visual aculty,in reiding. The

concepts were familiar. this deVice, Incidentally, was not uLed as a teaching

aid, but as a MEASURING 'INSTRUMENT. The training.in rapid reading_came through

projecting articles on the TV screen paragraph-by paragraph at increased rates,

then asktpg comprehension iuestions according to the 2R(REINFORCED READING)

Method.

Results and Tentative Conclusions: The average person could grasp up to 7 word

sentences oft familiar tOplci) in a eircUlar span at 1/50 second, as suCh:

It is
easy to
grasp this

span.

This is consistent-with the theory--rapid reading training does increase visual

awareness of larger spans'ofaprtnt; and rates Of processing these spans can be

accelerated without loss of comprehension, provided the patterns of print are

familiar. HoueVer, the dramatic petentia7 for reading rates suggested by the-

ory and fact on these tachistoscopic tests was not realized in the actual read-

ing situations. The progress charts returned hy those,pho sent for and completed



the self-ins ructing RAPID READDIG Kir revealed the averacre person al no

achieved the goal of the cgurse. He began reading 9th craft rmrlin-
material (PSYCHO-CYBERNETI( by Maltz) at 350 .1.2pm with 67 percents n-

sion and finished with 939 wpm with 79 percent. lath the help of 6. live
teacher and deliberate training beyond 1,000 wpm perhaps larger gains could
be made. It warrants further trrestigation. Although this study is too
limited for definite conclusions to be drawn, the' gap between theory and

practice probably will remain distant for all but the gifted for quite awhile.
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